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POEMS CA. 1984  

 

  A RING INTO THE ADRIATIC  

      --  To GT, for Die Ringung -- 

„Nijemo se koči Alfa u Kolima malim“ 

  S.S. Kranjčević  

 

Looking backwards along the reliable light-ray 

From the Polar Star, in the Lesser Bear,  

A strange acceleration of time appears:  

Between my death and yours is only  

Your warm life.  

 

Your meditative walk along the Limmat 

Will measure exactly the length of  

My absence, liquid glance plumb its depth,  

Everything else will be as it was: the  

Airplane to Dubrovnik, the unbelievable azure 

 

Of the Adriatic, children loving and leaving you,  

The world spinning down the grooves of headlines:  

Only I shall not have been. The sunrays  

Between Cavtat and the Zürichberg already  

Illuminate the diaphanous space of my absence.  

 

Where you are, i am not.  

Wherever you are, your warm Adriatic life  

Shall have been before my death and yours.  

Here.   

     13681-1014  



 

 

 

CROSSING ON THE LEFT  

(SONNET IN SOUTHERN SUNG MANNER) 

   Woe to the land that wants heroes  

    Brecht, Life of Galileo 

 

This flimsy hanging bridge frightens me badly  

I wish there were any other way out of the petrified desert.  

If it founders, i will surely drown; yet without it  

The raging river would have closed over us already.  

 

So far i have made it, but still, looking backward,  

I wonder how deep the water, stony the grounds.  

Tired, i wish we had a sturdily built bridge, so  

We needy travellers could feel safer on our way.  

 

I guess if we want a more secure bridge we better  

Plan to bring the planks and rebuild it ourselves  

Swaying over the abyss as skyscraper workers,  

 

Enforcedly heroic materialists, the only ones left  

With a will to preserve the traffic with productive  

Reason, the only way left to bring us across alive.  
 
           

 

 JUGENDBEWEGUNG 

                              To GT 

 

Niké, o Victory from Sarmatia to the Alps!  

How many times beheaded, driven  

 



 

Under ground, lost sight of, given  

Up for lost! How many heads ground to pulp,  

 

Bodies cut up into shuddering flesh, icepick  

Wedged into Trotsky's brain, flies sup= 

Ping in Che, bulldozers scooping up  

Bladefuls of skinny bones like kindlewood sticks 

 

Not only in Belsen. Worse still, the dulled  

Fattening face, faithless excuses, bold  

A-whoring after false gods! -- Yet i behold  

Thy absent face on the red-haired girl, jacket full  

 

Of leaflets for the whores in Old Zurich Town:  

And i hear the mighty wings a-swooping down.  

                                               82?-89 

 

 

          A  SPRIG FOR  A  ROSE  

 

This cloud and rain has come and cannot return,  

Its shape and smell and warmth; other ones will;  

This parting as real and final; my thots for you  

Tender as willow sprigs in catkin spring.  

                                               2683  

 

 

EIGHTIE-FOURE IS ICUMMEN IN: LHUDE SING GODDAM!;  

            OR: l948--l984--2048 

 

Poor Eric, all eaten up with TB and hate 

At the hypocrisies of Airstrip Number One, the skull 

Of Oceania grinning underneath the Victorian musty  



 

 

England, my England, your England of the upper-class  

Terror from public school to Burma; poor George, 

Paying homage to bluff common-sense England in Catalonia,  

 

Looking at us smelly animals who are all unequal, but some 

More than others; poor Orwell/Blair, reaching for the granddad  

Of all us satirists, rationally absurd Jonathan, to flesh  

 

Out cool Evgeniy, invert the bounder Bertie Wells; fashioning 

Out of his pain, rage and dead despair a finally -- we must admit --  

Bad book, more important than a score of Jameses on ladies  

 

(Or flower-girls) leaving the shopping mall at five; supplying --  

Mediocre language stylist, insular politician, memorable 

Politician of the English language -- our century with its  

 

Small change in slogans, alas still with us these 80s:  

War is Peace.  Slavery is Freedom.  Bigotry is Strength. 

Yet in spite of Eric, at the end of George's narration  

 

There falls the shadow of the huge Prole woman. Brecht  

Would see there the proletarian Mother, Mother of those to come 

After Eric, after us, der Nachgeborenen:  not l848, not l948 -- 

 

Just wait, 2048 is still to be. 

But i shall not live to taste the tea-scented sea. 

                                            2383 

 

 

             THE TWO FISHES:  AN AMPHIBIAN FABLE  

                              Dies septima nos ipsi erimus.  

                                       Augustine of Hippo 



 

 

Two fish flop in the dry river-bed.  

Heroically, they bounced across the rough shallows. 

One gasps. Too late he is sorry for 

His mistake. Now he wants to slide back 

And warn all the other fishes. 

The other flops on. Almost dead.  

 

Suddenly, her fins bite soil. They are claws. 

                                        2184 

 

 

           TO YOUR SCATTERED MEMBERS GO 

The socially critical zones of 
artworks are where it hurts.  

          Adorno  

 

Little poems, are you drawn to opposed quarters, confused  

Between love and politics, public and private use?  

Remember the classics: all of us are meshed ensembles 

Of human-inhuman relations; of each other members.  

                                                 82-86 

 

 

          FORGIVING THE SUNFLOWER 

 

Slanderers say you rotate fawning on the sun 

But i see now you're simply protecting your roots 

So that the pitiless glare might be mitigated 

By the coolness of your head -- radar, not courtier-like. 

                                            2683 

 

 

        AGAIN I HEAR THE CLAVICEMBALO 



 

 

Evenings when i was young and green i often sat 

Uneasy with the plangent clavicembalo  

Fearing its chords will slow down my circulation, 

Grey my hair. Now that my beard turns white 

I would have you play this food of love right on, 

All night long until the white dawn finally breaks. 

                                                 19484 

 

 

           SHIPWRECK IN PANNONIA: A SONNET WITH A TAIL  

 

                                 Auf die Schiffe! (Nietzsche) 

                                         Quis mundis plaga? (Seneca)  

 

                               --To the unquiet shade of Miroslav Krleža-- 

  

Obese car wreckers, stressful owners of private weekend-houses, 

Obscene shore-polluting yachts or leaky rowing boats, 

Petty managers, at best hunters of sexual game, comrades of my 

Generation are dying out one by one.  Now to be or not 

 

Is perhaps neither good nor bad, the neutral fleet of 

Old admiral death weighs anchor towards unfathomed oceans; 

Yet the failure to obstinately sail with one's tribe into the dawn 

It had set its heart on, sea by unknown sea, pre-empts even  

 

The excuse of unmapped eternity.  These heroes of one decade  

Went thru war, suffered greatly, tried to turn suffering  

Into charting of ocean floors: fat clogged the generous arteries  

 

And delicate capillaries halfway, they never became truly  

What they suffered for, explorers and dredgers in permanent warm  



 

Currents, a permanently creative revolution.  Heart arrest,  

 

Brain stroke, defeats without from defects within, the malignant  

Cells of fratricide spreading, shipwrecked in Pannonia all of us again, 

 

No excuse, desolation.                             

                                                       783-84    

 

 

 LI CHING-ZHAO'S (IM)MORTALITY 

 

Prodigious each year swept me off my feet, 

Lithe in the season of blossoming plums -- 

Until now. This year the falling petals ferry 

Memories, and intermittent tears drip down my dreams. 

 

Between a corner of the ocean and the edge of 

Lonely Land, it's the year my temples turned white. 

Old age setting in. The evening wind grows 

Stronger than i. This is no longer the month for 

Snowy blossoms in my black hair: ... so i fashion them 

Out of words, paper flowers, ghostly perfume, 

Mortal immortals, preserved in this poem... 

Shoo! shoo! hisses the fine small rain 

-- 

                                           China, 211283    

 

 

                         INDIA, AHALYA+/ 

 

+/ Ahalya is the Indian Alkmene (better viceversa). In various narrative variants 
she may or may not be aware that she is making love to the god Indra under the 
guise of her husband. "Chelas" are a guru's pupils. "Zamindars" are the landowners.  

 



 

 

It is Epiphany in a far-off mythology, & now i can see: 

In another world, i was a guru with a rice bowl 

Fighting my loose bowels, wandering around this Gondwana 

A thorn in the flesh, my flesh, their flesh, 

 

Fond of meat and curry, irreverent of other gurus, 

Cohabiting in warm affection with village milkmaids yet 

Keeping my distance from desirable women chelas, 'twas 

Different for you, Ahalya, touching directly the loving 

 

Friend, your pleasure not corrupted by vain power, you  

Intoxicated with wine and senses not divine sense, thus 

Enhancing not clouding the inward eye a guru needs keeps  

Unblinking on sharp lookout for upheaving earthquakes  

Rearranging the dusty plains, irate Rajasthan, dusky  

 

Grounds of Kerala, the rice paddies of holy peasant 

Wars again and again in Telangana -- O centuries of undermining  

The monster-walled prison court of Golkonda Fort! -- 

Where i coined some slogans for brother John Ball, incessant  

 

In his cruel strife with the zamindars and John Bull,  

Crying again, "When Indra delved and Radha span, 

Who was then the gentleman?". All this i saw in an- 

Other world, Ahalya, yet mine too, dear, i see now. 

                                                     184   

 

 

                          PARLIAMENT OF FOULES 

 

                                        To Vanna Gentili 

                                      for La Recita della follìa 



 

 

Fierce-clawed eagles tear down entire cities 

Of swallows' nests; large-beaked crows peck out 

Eyes of hens and ducks; neither swallows nor hens 

Know whence the strike, how to guard against it. 

 

The wise owls, stuffed to their fill and so stuffy 

With comfort esoteric, compute the elegant curves 

Of eagle and crow flight, the nesting mechanics, 

The protein content of eyes like oysters. 

 

The unique phoenix, redeemer of our bird kingdom 

Has disappeared for this generation, far behind eastern 

Seas. Parrot, parrot, you who have sharp ears, beady eyes, 

Quick brain, clever tongue, O fool, why don't you 

Call him aloud, how can you bear the bore 

To simply sit there chattering to yourself? 

                                                9484 

 

 

               THE BODY'S TRUTH 

 

A man who lived alone in his modest house on a hill 

Was struck by heavy perfume, blossoms splendid 

On a plant smelt from afar, as his way wended. 

He fell in love with the beauty, aspired to his fill, 

And took it into his garden, putting some ends 

Into the wine-fermenting jar. Ten friends 

Drank of it, nine got violent headaches, lost 

Their food, fell prey to fever. Worst hit the host. 

Finally, he sent the perfumed dregs 

To scrutiny in prudently sealed kegs. 

Knowers found the plant an adapted wild bean creeper, 



 

A persistent parasite: when cut down it grows deeper. 

 

Are you then to refuse your senses? That's not it. 

But do try how the beauty might your body fit. 

The semblance eye is drawn to, try out in small sips 

Before you gulp down the brew with too impatient lips. 

                                                l3484 

 

 

                SOME EPIPHANIES OF SPRING 

      

          1. From a Chinese Drawing 

 

Louring lakeshore sharp after rain 

Sweet breeze from beneath the bridge 

Three companions profiled in moonlight: 

Two herons and my small boat. 

 

          2. Snow Has Fallen 

 

Awakening, i wonder whence the icy draft. 

An eerie brightness glows outside the window pane. 

From time to time, i hear the branches sharply crack. 

Snow, snow! -- silence, Winter returns. Now wait. 

 

        3. Loving 

 

I love fish, sighed the Daoist 

Feeding them from the shore. So do i, 

Snapped the shark. 

 

        4. An Invitation 

 



 

Thousands of lights come on in all quarters 

Of the city; moonlight on the Villa walks 

Makes it seem rimed with frost; i have some 

Vecchia Romagna du tonnerre; my rooms are warm; 

Would you care to walk into my parlour, 

Have a glass or more, spend a Spring night? 

                                            14484 

 

 

SONG OF THE INSUFFICIENCY OF HUMAN ENDEAVOURS IN 
LATE CAPITALISM AND EARLY SOCIALISM  

 

Judgment Day is also Genesis, and Genesis is every day.  

                Ernst Bloch  

Today is the first day of the rest of your life. 

                Anon.  

 

I have said so little 

I have done so little 

I have been too polite with shifty movers  

Too lukewarm with dolphins and lovers  

 

The swift river flows  

It freezes for the Day of Judgment  

 

And yet i had seen the world's body burst in terror  

Melt, reshape, & get wound up as galvanized error 

Screaming in jets rocking round the clock  

Lurching Shiva-like along time's spiral stairs  

Reproducing pale babies clutching at the lacking air 

 

You understand  

The mirror of your eyes my Judgment 

 



 

And yet sometimes i was gladly beguiled 

By a woman walking in the sun with dreamy smile 

Or i looked up from words that a book unwound   

With tears in my eyes when Luna was like to a pearl  

Wondering at the suppressed tenderness of the world  

 

The swift river flows 

The mirror of your eyes my Judgment  

 

I have given too much in to feeling virtuous and blue 

I should have been more pious toward the messy New  

I should have understood that people and planets are brittle  

Bathed by the sardonic Moon, warmed in the Sun's tresses  

I should have steeled myself to more tender caresses 

 

You understand 

Now and in the day of our past Judgment 

                                                81-985 

 

 

                YAHWEH, HEAR!  

 

                              To William Blake 

                              of the devil's party, & knowing it 

 

I am not sure, God, i want to dignify your handi= 

Work by hate, but your disgusting errors come thick and fast. 

Alas, were you blind, you clod, when you made us last 

So evanescent, thinking mayflies in the hurri= 

 

Canes of cosmic rays and galaxies colliding? 

What the hell did you think when you made the graciously dancing honey- 

Bee and the little pelican, but also money 



 

And tissues breaking down into colloidal 

 

Cancer cells at thirty, secreting a power-mad batch 

Of priests and oligarchs to rule the search for felicity? 

All-knowing, almighty Nobodaddy? you nullity! 

From whose sadistic grasp we must achingly snatch 

 

The all too rare, never unalloyed with gall, 

Honey and milk in the valley terrestrial. 

                                              17584 

 

 

                A  REPROACH 

 

Each tenth month, gods leave the world. 

OK, they also have a right to holidays off this rough planet. 

But, ye gods, fifty years now -- that is 

Ridiculous! Your shoulder to the mired wheel, please! 

                                                    7584 

 

 

               NAVICELLA DEL MIO INGEGNO 

 

Like a mariner, his boat caught by currents 

On Marianas' Trench, 

I sail on, obedient to the depths, 

Whither, i do not know. 

If wreck threatens, my lashed-fast rudder may still 

Painfully be wrenched round. 

                                                7584 

 

   

            YOU SUSPECT ME 



 

 

You suspect me of getting into a mess. 

No, no! that is, of course, in a way, yes, 

But what a productive, stimulating,  

Articulated, bittersweet, beautiful 

Mess.  

     & yourself? 

                                            18584 

 

 

KANT, THOU SHOULDST BE 

WITH US IN THIS HOUR 

                                   A thousand years of something being so doesn't make it right. 

                                                   I. Kant 

 

Like a tightrope walker in moving equilibrium, 

A happy few, rare and far between, blended 

Sound and meaning. Today, if asked for the meaning 

Of meaning or the sound of sound, most denizens 

Of this commodity cosmos would simply not understand: 

Better to ask Bartok and Leadbelly. 

                                        26584 

 

      

A LETTER TO MY FRIEND, DISENCHANTED AFTER 1968 

 

To know the perfect horizon without knowing the misery 

Within one's own mind is a peril you have avoided. Well 

And good: i rejoice for you, my sister. Yet 

It is equally perilous to know one's misery and forget 

The moving horizon of classless harmonies. The first dearth  

Engendered rigidity, lack of sympathy, a monotone 

Fixation on militant monoliths; you have rightly 



 

Rejected this mirage, no longer working. The second dearth  

Engenders formlessness, forgets the aim, our common focus, 

Expends the energy in a waste of divergent driblets: 

Will your intelligence refuse it as resolutely? 

The former forever runs to a father for light and shelter, 

The latter refuses to be a parent for coming generations. 

I beg you, therefore, after the hard monster  

avoid also  the soft one: 

Let the doctrine of our fathers reincarnate in you as a mother, 

Let the pursuit of truth be your just light and warm shelter. 

                                                      16684 

 

 

                            BUT THEN 

             (UPDATING THE WAY AND THE POWER) 

 

The seven colours develop a human eye 

But then fade in favour of a thousand colours. 

The seven notes develop a human ear 

But may become twelve tones or a melisma. 

Rare goods bring about the cunning accounts of reason 

But then create plenty and cry for lasting quality.  

 

From fire to atoms, people need more and more energy 

But then they need ever smaller packages, not bombs. 

The iron plough thrusts seeds into violated furrows 

But for well-tasting fruit the hand must then become a lover 

Tender no less than strong, understanding when to hold off, 

When to caress and bring forth, when to accept flowering caresses. 

 

Love of profit levelled the world into masters and servants, 

Capitalism yoked us all together as undertakers and undertaken, 

But now we must have the federation of loving friends 



 

And private ability put to the service of sisters and brothers; 

A pointed Party must defy, seize and destroy Power,  

But then become a self-managing, multi-purpose People: 

 

Or truly, just because we have that but lack all this  

We shall all perish from the face of a planet finally at peace.  

That is why the Sage admits the arrow of progress, strong staff  

Of history, yet also the coiling turnback of spiral, serpentine  

Denial and assumption. That is why s/he says "yes, but then",  

Like the caduceus:  

                    Machiavelli, yes; but then Cordelia.      

                                                         27584   

 

 

           THREE COMMENTARIES ON THE WAY AND THE POWER 

 

               1. Straw Dogs 

First the straw dogs are carefully lined up in a basket 

Swaddled in precious needlepoint clothes. 

He who plays the dead person and those that invoke it 

Fast before being allowed to handle them. 

Then the dogs are offered in sacrifice. 

                                          The passers-by 

Begin kicking them on their heads and their backs. 

Finally they are swept up by the gleaners of dead branches 

And thrown on a heap to feed the fire. 

 

Myriads of beings walk under the unblinking heavens 

If there's to be any concern, it has to come from us being them.  

 

2. Peasant Dialectics 

The Way has the homogeneous wholeness of the formless 

When the formless is formulated, delimited terms appear. 



 

The way that merits to be called the Way 

Is and is not a fixed way. 

The terms that are truly naming Terms 

Are and are not fixed terms. 

The term of Non-Being stands for the male origin 

Its time is before, between and after. 

The term of Being stands for the female source 

Its presence is the myriad sensual bodies. 

Only when Non-Being penetrates Being 

Can space become the place of growth. 

The sustained interplay of Non-Being and Being 

Sees prodigies arising from the see-saw between both. 

To recognize Goodness is to establish evil 

To recognize Beauty is to admit ugliness. 

Since terms needs must be, the Sage has to get hold of them 

He who knows what stance to take will not be harmed.  

 

               3. A Strong Vision 

There is no norm for normality 

What is today normal is tomorrow strange 

What is here sinister is there right 

But truly, people are blinded for too long. 

 

Some matters that are now small 

Are baby figures of masses to be. 

Some motions that are now weak 

Are baby muscles of giants to come. 

 

To perceive those small matters 

Means to have vision. 

To stick to those weak motions 

Means to be strong.                 

5-684  



 

 

 

         THE ENLIGHTENED'S PARABLE OF THE POISON ARROW 

 

                                        To L.L., a far-off analogy 

 

You ask: What is the reason i was hit by the arrow? 

Was it fated or was i accidentally in its way? Are there 

Higher powers that guide the arrow's flight? Is the universe 

Finite and eternal, so that everything has already happened, 

 

And i have been lying shot already a million times? 

Or is it infinite and contingent?  

                                    Permit me to observe 

We have no time for such questions now. Whether the universe 

Is finite or infinite, in any case you are here, 

 

Lying on the jungle floor, poison seeping into you 

And your life-blood seeping into the ground. So we must 

Quickly find a doctor to pull out the arrow and begin 

Counteracting the poison, to save your life, & also 

 

Identify the evil-doer and break his bow, so that all of us 

Will not get bushwhacked and killed off for good. 

 

After we are all safe, you may ask again 

 

               (In the next kalpa). 

 

                                                  14684 

 

 

      FOUR TANKAS OF 1984 



 

 

     At a Tombstone 

 

Slava, her skin white 

And so delicate, red hair,  

Green eyes. Soon, no one  

Will know what she was, felt like:  

Laughing mouth, warmth abundant.  

 

     Why? 

 

Li-Tu, Su, Po, Wu, 

All have died. Yet the Yangce 

Foams thru the gorges,  

And the Sun's great pearl rolls on  

Lighting up the flambé-blue bowl. 

 

          Unfair Universe 

Even white cranes, tall pines, 

Live but a brief gross of years 

Long. Even a crimson 

Flower, golden butterfly, 

Only a few warm, long months. 

 

     The Horns 

Have you ever watched 

Heroes back from loudly praised 

Exploits? Flushed, each time 

They look older than last time. 

Yet cowards age too, pale, mute. 

 

 

           THE RAZOR MORALIZED; OR, OCCAM'S COSMOLOGY 



 

 

                                      What fools these mortals be 

                                                 Robin Goodfellow 

 

Two split-tailed swallows from the same nest 

Got parted by chance, black arrows flying 

One from a lean-to thatched hut, the other 

From a proud palace in the imperial compound. 

 

As Summer grew fierce, one day they met 

By the river. The rich one was gracious, he described  

The beauty and splendour at the beck of his beak, 

And did not dwell on the dangers of great halls, 

 

Draughty and subject to bouts of savage 

Destruction. The brother from thatched eaves sighed 

Comparing his cramped home, scrawny mate and brood, to 

The spaciousness of such power and glory. Yet both 

 

(If they but knew) had built their nests in places 

Not meant for them. Not much later, Fall 

Followed in turn: all swallows had to fly off 

South, leaving behind possessions and pride. 

 

The fable's moral, O mortal fools? Easy: you can't take it 

With you. Enjoy what you may, it's very real; get 

Away from your allotted place, joy is only possible  

Athwart this world and its wrong direction of time; 

 

Thus memories in you and of you may linger a little while; but   

Don't spend your irreversible time on wealth and power beyond  

Necessity! For a millennium, it might be worth your while, but 

Our season is too brief: too soon, all of us wend 



 

 

South. 

                                                      14684 

 

 

                     AFTER THE FALL  

 

                        Infandum, regina, iubes renovare dolorem. 

                                           Virgil, Aeneid 

 

You command me, O princess, here in a strange climate, 

White-haired, sick at heart, eyes wet with tears, 

To renew bittersweet memories of the old times and places: 

Bear Mountain and the city along Mud River, now 

Filled with children speaking a foreign tongue 

(To my ears no language); in Phoenix Park now 

The untended high trunks gnarled entrap the bright new 

Moon; the Upper Palace stands dreary in the dusk, 

Broken tiles on its long fading roofs thick with red 

Leaves, crumbling walls covered with heavy moss. 

I first entered the Theatre Academy in Mahzhong Park 

Before the Ma Po revolt. I was adept at reading old scores 

And spent satisfying years in the capital, debating 

Fine points of musical doctrine, that pillar of the state. 

At that time, the reign was peaceful, stable, growing 

More prosperous. Each Fall, audiences crowded into 

The Lower Palace, officials rode busily by, from afar 

Embassies arrived to hear us making music, women wore 

Their hair long and ogled us as they fanned themselves; 

Thru Winter snows and Spring winds, the rounds of pleasure  

In great halls went on long into the white nights. Yet 

The enemy was menacing us all the time; but the enemy 

(Now i see) was within us by some unknown flaw, & erupted 



 

Suddenly into the city streets and squares, filling the air 

With the sounds of tribal gutturals and expletives; 

The Emperor was forced to give way, the beloved beauty, 

Our patroness, sacrificed to appease the army, a life- 

Style changed like a hairpin river, a horizon winked out 

Like the setting sun; our music suddenly found only deaf ears, 

The theatre of the world closed in on our too little theatre. 

Since then, O princess, i have wandered over the whole Earth. 

Now, in my exile, i am one of the very few to remember it all, 

The dreams, the hopes, the warm nights, the airs, the taste 

Of that youthful moment. I gaze over the waters of your river 

In the Autumn mist, i drink a glass of mulled wine 

On a lone boat in the evening rain; i am a dried fish 

Long out of water, a stalk of withered reed:  

I who once basked in the sun of the capital city 

And made confident music in its parks and palaces, 

At the center of imperial horizons.  

                                           Once a year 

I am permitted back to sweep the ancestral graves; 

A eunuch comes to make offerings for the dead:  

Straw dogs, paper money, cold food. 
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                  ONE-LEGGED LIFE 

          (INTIMATE DIALOGUE WITH A CRANE) 

 

--An eagle swoops on a chick, ripping it open. 

Crows and hawks fight over a limp goose. Sparrows 

Struggle to find a crumb to eat, a nesting place. 

You, however, stand on a tree or the water's edge 

Thru sleet and rain (O crane) 

 



 

With one leg raised, meditating, not moving; aloof, 

Loafing, pale, impractical. How, pray, do you justify 

Such bathetic, unperipatetic, theoretical, intellectual= 

Izing behaviour? --Indeed, our flesh and fowl society 

Is built on pain (quoth the crane), 

 

Cruelly it crushes life; only few, by chance, 

Gain time for standing still on the ice or 

Atop a high pine, looking for a firm branch 

Or ledge to grasp. Who would not like to see 

Sparrows fed, crows 

 

Exterminated, hawks and jackdaws retrained, geese 

Educated? Neither do i believe this to be impossible, 

The nature of birds and men is malleable; nor 

That it's none of my business, work for cranes 

Too vulgar and low: 

 

All birds are kin, & i am my brother's keeper. 

A good half of my life, persecuted myself, i flocked 

Together with a multitude of feathers, sparrows 

Or swallows, attempting to found a Republic of Birds 

Free to fly without fear 

 

Everywhere, even to the Sun where Cyrano found us 

Triumphant. Alas, the wily crows were too many, the eagles 

Treacherous, for my generation the Great Creativity 

Was brought low in a welter of blood and lies. 

How am i then to bear, 

 

What should i do with the rest of this only life? 

It is my deep delight to stand on one leg and meditate: 

To wake up, go to sleep with a warm, moving vision 



 

Is act erotic. If i then theorize so as to herd 

Into a conceptual net 

 

A squirming bit of how the defeat felt, what 

Its experience, its efficient and final cause, 

Perhaps even meaning; if i then, a minor Galileo, 

Give what lens i managed to grind for others' use; 

I must hope, i must bet 

 

The Great Creativity will not find this behaviour 

Entirely useless. & that this is enough 

For one life, on one leg.                    
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                  THE  MANIFEST,  O! 

                   (TAT  TVAM  ASI) 

                                         For R.M. Pirsig 

 

Bullets, beatings, starving, organized lies now fetter 

Each fleshly person; the bourgeois free-for-all-pelf 

Brings living death. The exploited proletarians of Self 

Can only get free by forming an alternative, better 

 

Togetherness: where reason and feeling are not enemy classes 

But each other's highest, jealously grasped good: when  

The art of word-processor programming is Zen 

And Eros the science of ensuring that the current passes 

 

Between thee and me, an a priori and technology 

Organizing space and time so that we may mesh 

On hard mattresses with a joyous rightness: 

 



 

A tightness of fierce feeling twinned beyond apology 

With structured reason, the twain then lighting up all flesh 

And levitating the two Selves to one lucid lightness. 
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                SECOND TSUKUDA-JIMA POEM 

         (after a woodcut by Kuniyoshi, Amsterdam) 

 

Now i remember, in another life we were 

Passing under the Rialto sculled by a gondolier, & 

Lucky carnival confetti were fluttering down on us 

From both shores of Canal Grande. You had a piled-up 

Coiffure & a funny hat on, you joked all the way 

From Cà d'Oro to the Accademia, & passing under the bridge 

You screwed up your nose and laughed at the 

Confetti throwers. Kuniyoshi, master, how did you 

Glimpse that life too? Why aren't we there still, 

Forever?  
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             SETSUBUN 

"oni wa soto, fuku wa uchi"  (S. = Japanese New Year's Eve 
ceremony, where this cry means "demons get out, happiness get in") 

 

Days are unreliable, they produce one  

Alive moment or a hundred; years are not  

Marked off by phases of the Sun; a new Moon  

 

May pierce the clouds when you least  

Expect it, inconstant and hugely white;  

So i clean my mind's house, cast black beans,  

 



 

Crying, as is proper: demons of winter, 

Get out; happiness, funny little pelican, 

Ruthless and tender, do get in.  
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     DREAMY SEDŌKA 

 

Ah, the magic dream: 

A shining Spring season amid 

Alien moons, branches fruitful 

 

Year-round, & rivers 

Mirrorring the ancient walls 

They smoothly glide underneath. 

                          151284 

 

 

                     PEONIES & THE POET 

 (VARIATIONS ON BARBARITY AND BEAUTY AFTER BAI JUYI)  

 Every monument of civilization is at the same time a 
monument of barbarity. (Benjamin) 

   --For Shush, glimpsed in the carriage-- 

                                    

Spring matures: ladies unbelievably dazzling, promises 

Of earthly paradise, hurry in bright carriages thru crowded 

Lanes of the capital to the fragrant peony gardens, 

Lovelier than fairyland. Early morning, the sun had struck 

 

The beds, began colouring the air crimson and purple. 

One flower is deep red, the other light; some are grouped 

In ranks, high or low; single and coquettish, or a hundred 

Blooms clustered into one flaming fire; some with lips 

 



 

Half-opened, alluring the blooms above, some drooping 

As if weighed down with sadness; others many-hued, 

Covered by awnings, enclosed with fences, sprinkled 

With water, twinkling in the midday sun. Sold 

 

To all the noble houses for transplants, peonies 

Are packed with earth around the roots, carried off 

By the young lords in rich apparel on fine horses, 

Who go on to long hours of gay revelry, as the oriole 

 

Trills its song above the gardens, at the close 

Of the day.  

            An old peasant woman sighed: she saw 

A bunch of lovely peonies bought for the price  

That in her village twelve households bitterly pay 

 

In yearly taxes, hungry after back-breaking toil. 

Alas, alas! Their hunger was keen, their multitudinous 

Slow deaths ugly: the poet saw peonies bloom  

Lovelier, more fiery each year, no trace upon them  

 

Of peasant hatred at the Emperor's sensual gardens, 

In the self-satisfied, festive, corrupt city of Changan.  

 

And what did the poet do? He wrote down the barbarity, 

And the hate, & yet the ongoing ache of beauty, 

 

In his wide-eyed unforgetting verse. 
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                RITES  DU  PRINTEMPS  

                 (A JAPANESE MYTH) 



 

 

Inexorably set, the Sun Goddess flew out of sight,  

Into her cave; day by empty day, the world grew  

Grimmer, dark and cold. 

The fertile Daimon of Joy and Folly created the Cock- 

Dance to lure her back, prancing 

Like a horse in heat amid the sand dunes, 

Lunging at her forehead and her thighs  

With a supple elderwood cudgel, inscribed with  

Semiotic runes. Then 

Out danced Amaterasu, of shadows weary. 

 

Thus arose the fierce Spring sun. 
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                     SIX FABLES  FROM  ISSA 

         (A VERSE LETTER) 

 

               1. 

While i am away  

Make love, work well, make music,  

O beloved cricket. 

 

               2. 

Come and play with me,  

O sparrow, come, we are both  

Orphaned, sad, alone.  

 

               3. 

Wait, O lean froglet,  

Don't lose heart, resist, let's fight  

This out side by side.  



 

 

               4. 

Let's never quarrel,  

Made for mutual delight,  

We birds of passage.  

 

               5.  

They may cut it down,  

The tree, O little bird, you who  

Think of nesting there. 

 

               6.  

O swallow who left  

When you return don't forget  

The house that you left.  
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           TO BROTHER TAO YUAN-MING, GREETINGS!  

 

I live quietly, with few amusements, writing and reading, thinking of a few people 
and notions. The nights have now grown long. I read your drinking songs, 
comrade and brother. I heard what you would say today, 1600 years later: more 
alive after all than the wraiths i just encountered on the streets. So is our 
comrade Wilfred Owen, who did not live so long as the two of us, murdered like 
doomed cattle in that great imperialist slaughterhouse he nonetheless managed 
to make us see for all time. I saw that you knew him too, brother Yuan-ming. My 
respects to Bill and Emily also, as always, in your Elysium.  

 

Five thousand years off the Way, people have lost heart 

feelings have grown inward, like lilies they've festered 

Poisoned by plunder we piddle around and do not ply loving 

we snatch at pleasures but don't know how to face giving 

Those that have mastery do not know mystery  

who study mystery are held away from the mastery 



 

Yet this our only body shoots by like a bolt of thunder  

seventy years up and down a greased slope, O wonder:  

It walks out the back door one fine morn 

and there is no date set for its return. 
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     VIRGILIAN TANKA 

 

How could we creatures 

Sensitive and sensible 

Stand such stress, did not 

Between the flame and the frost 

An enormous peace descend. 
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               TO AN OLD TUNE 

 

Just one Spring, just one tempest,  

the flowers scatter on the ground.  

If they knew what to expect,  

would they smell sweeter?  
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   FIVE HAIKU OF 1984 

 

Suddenly, a whirl= 

Pool flowers. Glossy, it whirls 

in the bedazzled bark. 

 

          *** 



 

Once i was smooth jade 

Warm in your desirous hands, 

Now sand in your eye. 

 

          *** 

Gardens full of sun= 

Flowers that wilt in dark fog. 

Sunlight above, blocked. 

 

          *** 

Fall and Winter, night= 

Long, small whirlwinds played. Spring breeze 

Finds my temples silk-white.  

 

              *** 

Borrowed by the pond 

The Moon lights up ferns and trees 

Yellow from below. 

                           

          6. After Minamoto 

 

Fall, sad sough of wind 

in the pines. From nearby brooks 

muffled sounds of beaten cloth. 
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           UNLESS (TO COME DOWN NOT OUT) 

 

--To Lucas Foss & Daniel Larkin— 

 

Was mich nicht umbringt, macht mich stärker 

(Whatever doesn't kill me strengthens me -- Goethe) 



 

 

Now we can see the Sixties without excuses and longing:  

All that was bad in it is now co-opted for killing, no doubt, 

All that was to stop killing still makes us stronger. 

 

And now it's the uptight anal retentives who are freaked out 

Mutant structure-freaks whom only S & M spacewars would still 

And unless we bring them down and out we'll all be bombed out, 

 

Blown away, wiped out, browned out with their mindless will,       

Their finger on the panic-button in Washington (Moscow to zh'èto), 

Evil imperials unable to come off it, not to claim the kill, 

 

To come down unless now as acid, tomorrow atomic rain, sweating  

Honchos helicoptering as Cobras from California ranches  

Over the rainbow people from Texas to Honduras (Prague Soweto),  

 

Crocodiles crying about the beloved land their mad hunches 

Risk each day, when out to lunch. Let us now yoke doubt,  

In the Eighties learn the lesson from the need to bunch  

 

Bodies and minds tightly together, lest the Sixties' Sharon Tate  

Become a State pastime: see to it that when they burn out, we  

Are not burned too, down here maybe tight but not out. 

                                                           261184 

 

NOTE: "to zh' èto" (rhymes with "sweater") = Russian for "same thing" 

 

 

      HISTOIRES  DE  MA  VIE  

 

          1. 

Ragingly flowing  



 

river willows burst their buds,  

dare the snowy peaks. 

 

          2.  

Wild ducks honked quite brash  

so early that the white dew  

hadn't yet turned trees red.  

 

          3. 

Dusk: a passing cloud,  

quite white, conjures your memories. 

Winter mist comes quick. 

 

          4.  

The crickets are in  

full voice. I can't believe  

they will soon be dead.  

 

          5. 

A caterpillar  

feels cheated: Fall is coming,  

he is crawling on.  

 

          6. 

An old butterfly,  

his desire whirls him still  

round the peonies. 

 

          7.  

Two guests visit me,  

the howling wind, the cricket  

chirping in between.  

                  1284 



 

 

 

 A LETTER TO A THEATRE CRITIC ABOUT 1984 

 

     1. About You 

The self, complex play:  

describe it with cool justice  

and warm witnessing. 

 

     2. Long Duration: As in Nôin  

River ripples with waves 

Seagulls cry in the evening 

The salt wind gathers  

 

     3. About Us 

In good reigns, scholars 

build the state. Now we're crouching 

tigers, dragons coiled. 

 

     4. Short Duration: As in Hiroshige 

On poppy-bright slopes 

plovers cry. Are they dreaming  

Fall's already here? 
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           TWO  SENRYŪ 

 

     1. Tacitus, Thou Sawest This Too  

Ubi solitudinem faciunt, pacem apellant  

(Where they made a desert, they called it peace) 

 

Ignoble killer of 



 

untold thousands, he gets the 

noble prize for peace. 

 

     2. 

 

The fallen flower 

longs to follow the river.  

The smooth stream flows on.  

 

 

           THERMODYNAMICS OF WISDOM 

 

Well-meaning toughs freeze into sharp blocks 

Like a glacier consolidating its domain. 

Warm-hearted weaklings run soft at the seams 

Like water crumbling rocks into clay. 

Glaciers cannot irrigate inhabited valleys 

Streams cannot keep the commanding heights. 

The wise stance is ice on the verge of melting 

Swinging between heats: both solid and liquid. 
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              YOU AIN'T HEARD NOTHING YET 

  Doom is dark and deeper than any sea-dingle. 

                                                  W.H. Auden 

 

When i was on the verge, O, green of the taste of grief,  

I fain would fantasize how to give it rope, 

I would take pride in anatomizing its scope, 

Singing in my chains to flaunt its sweet sadness. 

 

Now that i'm arrow whistling, O, thru gulping fills of grief,  



 

I cannot speak of it but cease and stumble,  

I cannot render it but glum instead mumble 

Something like "The Moon today small shows behind clouds--" 

 

But my darker terror, O, is to drown in this lukewarmth, that 

All my screens will grow blank and stout,  

All my senses burned and conked out, 

& grey i'll wake unable to understand, good grief, where you're at.  

111184 

 

 

           THE WILD DRAGON'S REPLY 

To St. Lem, who first explained one 
could signal trains by means of dragons 

 

Our virtue is not simply a cap of horn 

And a mantle of scales, it is to inhabit a spring 

And course the sky. Our function is to worry 

Stray bones back into graves and repress 

Arrogance, to discern the limitless spaces for flying,  

Frolic in the infinite wilderness of the possibles, 

Pursue reason and effects to their bittersweet 

Ends, steadfastly regard the unending metamorphoses 

Of things as forms. Is not this the height 

Of delight? Yet you, brothers, have been lured to 

A puddle in a hoof-print, bounded by its mid-earth mire,  

Worms and leeches your company, bones from your masters' 

Table for fought-over food. Our origin and appearance 

Are the same, our eager pleasures opposed. Take care, 

The rulers' gains will needs and soon demand 

That they mince your mortified flesh! 

                                        81084 

 

 



 

          ENVOI TO MY SECOND (UNPUBLISHED) BOOK  

 

                              Haec canebam Caesar dum magnus.... 

                                              Virgil, Georgics 4  

 

These poems i polished on a briefly present word-processor, in 

Undeserved interstices of peripatetic poise like unto  

A whirling motorcycle on sheer circus walls, while the Great War 

For Justice, the Hundred-Years' one, burned unabated on.  

The tribes of bees still lived in their vertical communities 

Obedient to the deep-bellied breathing of cosmic winds, 

And the little pelican raged against the bars of this our cage: 

I whatever my name, bred in a white little city,  

Far ago, loud away, here forever, where gladly i sang  

Of old Bert & an armored Arcadia, foolhardy like better 

Masters, in the sweet time of my youth, now recalled, 

In the lifetime interval between a won or a lost battle. 

Peace, O Prince, the passing one salutes thee! 
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          Mario BENEDETTI, FACTS/REPORTS 

 

For the Europeans/ Stalinism/ was/ a fact 

while for us/ it was only/ a report 

this is why we never/ understood it well     

      

conversely/ for us/ cuba and nicaragua/ are facts  

fundamental &/ foundation-laying 

while for them/ they are only/ reports  

this is why they never/ understood them well 

("Hechos/Noticias", from his Viento del exilio; reprinted in 
Ventana -- Barricada cultural [Managua], March 12, 1983, transl. by DS) 

 



 

                  FACTS, STUBBORN THINGS: 

     AN OPEN LETTER TO MY COMRADE MARIO BENEDETTI, 

          IN RESPONSE TO HIS POEM "HECHOS/NOTICIAS" 

 

Fidel still wields a machete amid other people at zafra, not 

Really a smooth father-figure with rat whiskers imbrued in blood 

Like Djugashvili-Stalin; still, when (for example) he allows  

Macho underlings to persecute possibly silly, certainly tormented 

Poets-homosexuals, sterile in body but perhaps fertile in a  

Spirit early attuned to injustice, & thus potentially productive 

For the Revolution too: is then Stalinism a European fact 

Only, an irrelevant rumor for you, poet and comrade? 

 

When contras, pupils of the high school of pillage and murder -- 

Pogroms of Berlin, Beriya's purges, bombings at Bologna 

And in Beirut, the slaughter of Glina -- kill peasants, destroy 

New milking sheds & schools, muddy sources of earthly  

And spiritual food; when imperial Leviathans threaten  

Universal fire-death, yesterday in Prague, today in Managua, 

Endangering the moist life-breath in all of us: is then Revolution  

And Counter-revolution Latin American only, & a far-off rumor 

 

For us Europeans, exiled on the old continent or elsewhere? 

You, symmetrical brother, reflecting upon substantial enemies as  

Facts, and on enmity against the mirror-image of your (our) enemies 

As windy reports, think it is so. I trust you're mistaken, &  

We can all learn how to distinguish our brothers from our enemies' 

Competitors. If not, standing divided, we will all finally hang 

Together, in the cells of Arica and Kabul, at Attica and Kolyma:  

Illumination having arrived only with the reflectors in our eyes. 
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POEMS CA. 1985   

 

    AS IN ASATADA'S  TIME      

 

(Au koto no/ Taete shi nakuba/ Naka naka ni/ Hito wo mo mi wo mo/ 

Uramizaramashi) 

 

On the Hokusai drawing about Asatada's poem a man beholds the apparition 

of a beautiful woman in front of magic foxfires. Black & white except for 

reddish tongues of fire springing up & reddish leaves of a tree which hang 

down exactly above the tongues of flame; from the hollow formed by a bend of 

the tortuously gnarled tree trunk, water trickles to the ground.)  

 

If I could only  

Put your image out of mind  

Little by little  

As water leaving hollow  

I might cease resenting Fate.  
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      LANDING IN NEW YORK   

 

Liberty is a  

Huge stone statue on Staten 

Island, well before  

You land in New York, step on= 

To the streets of Manhattan.  

 

          *** 

Liberty is a  

huge stone statue hollow by  

old sea lanes; you don't  

see it if you fly in, come  



 

by bus or rail, grab a cab.  

                             6-785 

 

 

              AN OBITUARY TO ONE SELF 

 

Coniugi Incomparabili bene de se meritae 

(To the peerless partner of whom I 

deserved well). 

Ex Imp[erio] Ips[orum], L[ibens]  

(At their behest; Willingly) 

Memorial inscriptions, German-

Roman Museum, Cologne 

 

He died too soon, as we all do for sure,  

Moderately useful in the few persons he touched,  

Some terms he taught arresting tho obscure. 

 

Like the Good Person, he tried to balance too much  

(Goodness to others & self in this strong storm),  

So that, crippled, he had to lean on the crutch  

 

He had deserved well of either side, had performed  

Willingly as best he could at their imperious behest;  

Taken all in all, that he had Socratically formed 

 

A shapely sense for others, met the peerless request,  

All the while slyly adjusting his regardant reason  

From others' bearing; so he could go to a friendly rest. 

 

His regret: the few deep loves, their too brief season.  

                                                     185-592  

 

 

                DOUBLE BIND 



 

 

Each created shape judges the creator.  

First the letter sounding off  

Then the word bodying forth  

Most the line slicing up the world  

Engendering further lines for a second  

Dimension, neither same nor different.  

 

Whatever one does is netted from an ocean of not  

Doing. What's done undoes one. Circle is never square.  

Look: this word is not found in his work,  

Her world-limits go so far & not further,  

He did not hear the ultra-violet scream,  

She did not smell the beautiful ant acids.  

 

His antennae caught injustice well  

But abstract swirls of color badly:  

Or they too would be patterns of justness  

Which the universe prescribed to people.  
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           THE CIRCLE DRAWER  

 

Honi the Circle-Drawer in the Hebrew legend would in a bad year draw a circle, 

stand at its center, & declare to the Lord he wouldn't budge until the drought 

stopped. He's said to have slept for 70 years & awakened in an incomprehensible 

world. With compliments to the poem by Moshe Shafrir, where I encountered him. 

 

If one could threaten the gods from a self-drawn circle  

or only seize a messenger for Jacob's wrestle,  

one could usefully train for long-distance indignation  

adjournable for a generation or two of hibernation.  

 

Warm blood is ill-equipped for sunless heavens.  



 

Up in their electronic castles, the gods of leavened  

bread have cut the navel-string, the hypocrite caesars:  

they pulsate above the clouds, cruel like comfortable lizards.  

 

The ice age freezes the ocean circle cut out for fishing;  

the ship's mast laminates, too brittle for much lashing  

oneself fast; throats constrict in the chill of slaughter  

& the sour jokes of clowns trigger canned laughter:  

 

More likely, the conjuror would today starve & rot  

before he managed to fortify his bearish site.  
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                THE PRESENT PAST                  

To Laureen Nussbaum   

& for Walter Benjamin, who knew 

even the dead are not safe 

 

We shouldn't always have to stand on our guard;  

The dead should let go of our warm blood  

In this poor world where we are all scarred. 

 

Yet perhaps the past should not be barred:  

In a coherent life-arrow for ill & for good  

We shouldn't always have to stand on our guard. 

 

Or perhaps we should forget the past was that hard?  

Might we then abandon care & swim in the nude  

In this poor world where we are all scarred?  

 

No: by the war of each with each the children were marred  

& now it's in vain we say: "Let's change our mood,  

We shouldn't always have to stand on our guard." 

 



 

Earthen pots clashing with iron, we crack into shard:  

The dead are what shatters us as a shockwave flood  

In this poor world where we are all scarred.  

 

In this Styx landscape, of what can one be bard?  

How partake of earthly & heavenly food?  

We shouldn't always have to stand on our guard  

In this poor world where we are all scarred!  
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                 RONDEL FOR EUSTACHE  

                                          For Judy Clute 

 

Come & see me not too late;  

I have passed the cape of fifty. 

 

Still not softened, not sedate  

(Come & see me not too late),  

 

Not quite weary nor too straight,  

Curious, impatient, shifty --  

Come & see me not too late: 

I have passed the Cape of Fifty. 

                                    4285   

 

 

       THREE HAIKU ALLEGORIES   

 

Spring hail upon tree  

smooth icing coat snaps stout branch  

cuckoo flutters off  

 

          *** 

Hanging bridge made of  



 

twining ropes below, beside:  

meshes everywhere  

 

          *** 

The butterfly dreams  

a world under a noon Moon:  

the sea hides lobster traps. 

                               6-9685  

 

 

                7  HAIKU  OF  '85  

 

Not solving problems  

not updating tradition  

we look at the Moon.  

 

          *** 

Women in train seats,  

hot day. Clear laughter,  

reflection in my window.  

 

          *** 

Is it art? A tune  

articulating work, a roof  

to rein in pain's reign.  

 

          *** 

New year, a new Spring,  

ongoing thots, same Pole Star,  

new branchings, a hope.  

 

          *** 

  (On a Comment About My Book) 

On how to treat sheep  

dog school & wolf school should not  



 

attempt to argue. 

 

          *** 

Short the day, hateful  

the long night.  

                Take the torch, shine!  

If not now, then when?  

 

          *** 

Bathed at birth, washed out  

at death. Much trouble, some joy, 

a splash dying down.  
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     PARDON ME, YOUR SKULL'S SHOWING 

           (DESPONDENT  HAIKU) 

 

Relentless river  

drives the red sun on, goes west  

to darkening ocean.  

 

Dog shit, people, cars,  

thick soundless snow smothers all  

in bone-white embrace.  

 

Deserted road, does  

anybody remember  

as the long night falls?  
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           FOR  THE  DEATH  OF  STEPHEN  Sp.  

 

I think continually of those who were truly great  



 

Who did not give up the treasure quest of their youth  

Nor turn it into the small change of careers in sneer= 

 

Ing at the questing healers that kept going on.  

Wading thru roaring whirlpools, sucked in,  

Climbing by the deadly rapids of history, the heavy  

 

Portage canoes on their aching backs, they looked unceasingly  

For the receding rainbow, O young people, young lovers,  

Bearing the spark of love into impassioned old age,  

 

Not buried in the Library of Congress, not selling their souls  

To count money on money or editorship upon loveless  

Editorship. True, the shimmering goal was a useful  

 

Optical illusion, yet the escape from pestilence plainly  

An unavoidable plan of survival, even if the fever  

Was brought along in their bloodstreams into the beckoning  

 

Foothills. Generations of questers will have to burn out  

With the plague, wending their way thru the bombardments  

Of avalanches and gunships, the minefields of their fevered minds  

 

Breaking out into unlovely pustulae, derision of drugged  

Plague victims from the deadly plains; so that the grandchildren  

Of the exodus may learn how. We need one, two, many stories  

 

Growing fierce in the flesh of classes & nations.  

             Two visions 

We've been given, the grounds upheaving from under the satanic mills,  

Now comes blood-red at night, no shepherd's delight.  

 

White clouds rise anew above us transient humans, & the views  

From failed ascents reveal further azimuth points of pain,  

Indispensable for orientation. Constant as always, there remain  



 

The questing people, the cool mountain, the miasmic plain.  

                                                          685-199 

 

 

      THREE   COLD  LITTLE  POEMS 

 

     1. Deep into Autumn 

 

Deep into the Fall,  

Unwillingly out from deep  

Within peony  

Pistil: bee, busy neighbour,  

What'll we do now, honeyless?  

                                 6785  

 

     2. Deep into Winter 

 

Give me finally  

a thing or body for warmth  

in the mounting cold  

 

     3. Bleak Times 

          

Short the day, hateful  

The cold  night.  

                Take the torch, shine!  

Now, growing old, I'm  

envied. It's getting colder  

all the time, Issa.  

                     3-785 

 

 

     UP  &  DOWN  

 

          1.  



 

Looking up at snow  

on mountain summit, falling  

down on icy road.  

 

          2.  

To look up at peaks 

means to be standing lower,  

aspiring higher.  

                     16685   

 

 

             VOICES OF NECESSITY  

      (IN THE STYLE OF BASHO'S SCHOOL) 

 

Sudden raindrops drum  

on parched Summer leaves. Rain-frogs  

respond to thunder.  

 

          *** 

Silence of midday  

siesta. The cicada  

drills the sun-drenched rock.  

 

          *** 

Sing out, secret bird:  

nobody hears you, yet your trills  

traffic with the world! 

                           9785  

 

 

 MISSING  

 

Romantic Nature:  

flowers, resting, but back to  

town for real work.  



 

                      14785  

 

 

     YES SHIKI  

               To Sebastiano Timpanaro   

 

Bloom, diverse flowers,                  

challenging, harmonizing                 

with, red & true blue.                 

 


